
-DIRECTOR EVENT CHECKLIST- 
We must discuss at least 2 days prior to event day by phone: 415-225-0934 

(Please complete this page & enclosed Contract ASAP and scan to: thewupcall@gmail.com) 
An invoice for check requests and completed W9 form is also at www.donnette.me site if needed. 

 
Director name:    Cell phone to reach me upon arrival event day:   
 
Front office/check-in contact name & school phone number upon arrival (just in case I need to reach front office to get 
help with carrying to classroom or if lost, emergencies, etc.): 
 
Event day/date time:     # of students: 
Event day/date time:      # of students: 
Event day/date time:      # of students: 
 
Exact location address for GPS: 
 
Directions to classroom from front entrance: 
 
OR special directions: 
 

GENERAL EVENT DAY NOTES: 
* I will need someone to meet me & assist carrying materials or to go back to my car, especially if inclement weather.  
We will need at least 30-45 minutes extra time before presentation begins, depending on distance to car parking. It will 
take 15 minutes to set-up once in classroom (maybe longer depending upon accommodation needs below) 
*  I will need 2 chairs and a small table to put computer on and projector (if applicable; see below) 
* Please have a long extension cord if a plug is far from presentation area/table. 
* Students should just be in comfortable clothing. 
* Print student questionnaire at site under EVENT DAY MATERIALS & copy as needed  
 

SEMINAR ACCOMODATIONS (check applicable): 
 

_______  We have TV/Projector system in my classroom that can easily be plugged into a MAC computer for slide show 
presentation and movie  (DH can provide HDMI cable and necessary adapters) 
                *** This system requires:  ______  VGA adapter     ______  HDMI adapter 
 

_______   We have a system in another classroom that we can reserve, but we will not be in my classroom for entire 
                   seminar 
                *** This system requires:  ______  VGA adapter     ______  HDMI adapter 
 

_______   We have a system in another classroom that we can reserve, then transfer to my classroom for final 
                   mindfulness exercise 
                *** This system requires:  ______  VGA adapter     ______  HDMI adapter 
 

_______   We have a portable system that we can reserve and use in my classroom 
                *** This system requires:  ______  VGA adapter     ______  HDMI adapter 
 

_______   DH will have to provide a projector and screen, we have no access to any system at my location 
  _____  we have a white wall to project onto 
  _____  we do not have a white wall to project onto, bring screen 
 

Classroom will have:      _______ seats only, participants will not be able to spread out and lay down   
 

_______ seats that can be moved after slide show to spread out and lay down   
 
_______  it’s an open studio to spread out & lay down 



 
-POST-EVENT CHECKLIST- 

(Materials can be downloaded from www.donnette.me)  
All scan and sent to: thewupcall@gmail.com 

 
WITHIN 7 DAYS OF EVENT: 
 
_______   Director questionnaire 
 
_______   Discuss Director RALLY FOR REFERRALS  
 
_______   Student questionnaires 
 
 
 
OPTIONAL:  
 
 
_______   T-shirt order form (given event day if students show interest; if needed, invoice is included with form) 
 
 
_______   Participant video testimonials (email a link or text to 415-225-0934) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

DONNETTE HEATH 
Custom Services Contract 

 
This contract is an agreement between ________________________________________  of 
_________________________________ (herein referred to as the Company) and Donnette Heath (herein 
referred to as the Speaker).  
 

1. The Company agrees to purchase the instruction of the Speaker (herein referred to as the Work) on or 
before the following date(s): __________________________.    

2. The amount of the Work shall be:  $__________     x     _____  Speaker seminars     
Total personnel expense:  $ __________ 

 

3. The amount of additional costs for the work shall be:  $  ______ air fare  $  ______  per diem    $  ______  
lodging     $  ______  rental car     $  ______  gas     $  ______  shuttle 

  Total travel & lodging expenses:  $  __________ 
 

4. Minimum payment requirement:  The Speaker will receive will receive a minimum of $ __________ for 
up to 25 students per seminar (average total discussed = __________).  Add’l participants will be $10 per 
head.  
 

5. Payment:  When services are rendered, these fees are to be paid in full.  I consent, as the authorized agent 
of the Company, that I will submit payment to the Speaker on or before the above date.  If Speaker 
represents that payment was not received, I understand Speaker will hold my organization responsible for 
the above fees.  Amendments to this contract will be made in writing as specified by the Speaker and agreed 
upon by the Company.   

6. Cancellations:  If for any reason the Company cancels the services of the Speaker, the following terms of 
payment must be adhered to by the Company.  
a.  Within 8 - 14 days of the Work: 

1. Half payment of Speaker expenses is due. 
2. Additional expenses for travel, lodging and/or down payments that have been secured by the 

Speaker must be paid in full with receipts supplied by the Speaker. 
 c.  Within 7 days of the Work: 

1. Full payment of Speaker expenses is due. 
2. Additional expenses for travel, lodging and/or down payments that have been secured by the 

Speaker must be paid in full with receipts supplied by the Speaker. 
7. The Company agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Speaker from any claim to an injury, sickness, lost, 

stolen, or damaged items incurred by the members of the Company during any and all seminars.  Members 
of the Company refer to any and all participants and staff. 

8. I give the Speaker permission to utilize any name(s), photograph(s) or image(s) in any advertising materials 
and promotional materials the Speaker may have now or in the future. 

 
 
              ____________________________________________        ______________________ 

Speaker                                                          Date   
                           

____________________________________________        ______________________ 
        Company Representative                        Date 
 


